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Environmental and social
changes are altering the
business landscape.
Customer

Business continuity
Hard to plan for events such as
changing weather patterns or more
severe and frequent cyber attacks
are causing businesses higher losses
from suspension of operations due
to reduced water availability,
disruption of raw material supply
or theft of customer or company
data..

Opportunities
Organizations that are able to
develop adaptive capacity
in response to social and
environmental risks will be
better positioned to compete
than peers that do not address
climate change. Climate-resilient
organizations will be able to seize
opportunities such as improving
efficiency and resiliency of supply
chain networks, allowing for
competitive advantage over peers,
and addressing investor concerns.

Your customers not only require you to
offer products/services at competitive
prices and quality, but also to improve
your social and environmental
performance and participate in their
supplier auditing programs.

Consider
your business
in some
real-world
situations…

Cost of resources
To counter price hikes due to pressure on
natural resources, your competitors are
modifying business processes to reduce
their usage. For example, improving energy
and logistical efficiency and increasing the
use of recycled material can significantly
lower costs and the risk of disruption to
operation due to resource scarcity.

Social media
Anyone can now reveal stories relating to
social and environmental failures and
undesirable business practices of your
business or business partners on social
media, e.g., improper waste disposal and lax
worker safety standards, which can then be
circulated globally before your company can
respond.

Ratings
Your company is being analyzed and rated
by a number of indices and research firms
(based on company disclosure, media
sources and other data sets) which provide
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) ratings and reports for investors to
understand your company’s management of
ESG issues.

—— How are you understanding and responding to the ESG changes in your sector and regions you
operate in and relating them to your business?
—— How resilient is your business to these changes?
—— Are you taking advantage of these changes to better achieve your business objectives?
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How are you adapting
your organization?
A number of questions can help you assess how you are adapting to the effects of existing and
emerging environmental and social issues and changes, as well as how they are connected to your
financial and operational performance, and hence your long-term financial stability.
Brand and reputation

Green economy transition

Is our organization’s reputation
at risk, e.g., for not meeting
our customer expectations
regarding social and
environmental performance?

Does our organization have carbon
reduction commitments and can
we meet them?

Markets
Are we investing in the
innovation of greener
products and services to
respond to market needs?

Stakeholder demands
Are we ready to respond to
tougher customer demands to
be more socially responsible and
environmentally friendly?
How do our investors perceive
social and environmental issues?
Strategy
How can our business grow
and simultaneously reduce
its carbon emissions?

Organizational structure
and capacity
Do we have ESG controls
integrated in our corporate
governance structure?

Risk management

Reporting and monitoring

Operations

Do we have confidence in the data
being reported and that it responds to
our investors concerns?

Are the current risk management
systems effective at capturing
emerging environmental and
social risks AND opportunities?

How would our facilities and
supply chain be affected by
environmental impacts,
e.g., extreme weather and
water scarcity?
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KPMG supports you in building a
business that is sustainable in
the long term.
Turning risks into new opportunities
We can help you understand what ESG change means for your business, and work with you
to respond to ESG issues and trends to manage risk, create value and communicate business
performance holistically and effectively

Identify risks and
potential opportunities

Risk management and
business interventions

Reporting and monitoring

Risks

Integrated strategy
development for
sustainability

Sustainability report

Opportunities

Actions and business
interventions, e.g., sustainable
supply chain management

Financial and other
filings

In the following pages we provide examples of how we can support you in building a sustainable business, organized
into the categories below. We provide tailored and integrated solutions based on a thorough understanding of your
challenges and needs.

Strategy and Governance
ESG Investment
Climate Resilience
EHS Risk Opportunity
and Compliance
CR Reporting and Assurance
Sustainable Supply
Chain Management
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engagement and accountability
— Measure the return on investment of initiatives and conduct cost/benefit
analyses (e.g., social return on investment (SROI) analysis)
— Prepare for inclusion in sustainability indices

Case Study

Develop implementation road map for compliance

The challenge
Appliance manufacturer developed a product that was more environmentally friendly but was unsure of
compliance requirements across importing, transporting, and storing potential hazardous substance in
new appliance.
How KPMG helped
KPMG conducted gap analysis and identified areas where client needed to address gaps to meet
compliance requirements. Relevant codes were reviewed and regulators were interviewed. KPMG
assisted in preparing materials to support client meeting regulatory requirements. Strategy for meeting
regulatory requirements developed to address gaps in facilities nationally.
Benefits for the client
The company was able to quickly meet compliance requirements and understand exact regulatory
requirements pertaining to the new appliance. KPMG assisted in mitigating financial and regulatory risk
and establishing positive relations with relevant regulators. Strategy was piloted in one facility and able to
roll out nationally to all facilities.

ESG Investment

— Review and develop sustainability governance frameworks to foster

Climate Resilience

— Review and design processes and systems for effective strategy
implementation

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

— Develop policies and guidelines (e.g., on diversity and equality)

CR Reporting and
Assurance

— Establish key performance indicators and targets

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

— Develop a sustainability strategy and road map to address key environmental
and social risks, opportunities and material issues

Strategy and
Governance

Strategy and governance.
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Strategy and
Governance

ESG investment.
——Assess and manage ESG risk within investment portfolios
——Develop and implement responsible investment strategy and policies (e.g.,
in accordance with the Equator Principles, the Principles for Responsible
Investment, the Principles for Sustainable Insurance, etc.)

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

CR Reporting and
Assurance

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

Climate Resilience

ESG Investment

——Perform environmental and social due diligence on M&A transactions to
assess environmental and social risks, liabilities and opportunities
——Advise on the issuance of green bonds and provide independent assurance
——Work with clients and stakeholders to expand scope and scale of markets,
build capacity, and design better systems to support impact investing
activities
——Build impact into organizational strategy, optimize alignment of activities
with values
——Instill project management, tracking and monitoring systems, and reporting
KPIs and milestones

Case Study

Providing independent assurance to enhance the credibility of green bonds

The challenge
PE firm developed a global fund committed to achieving measurable, positive social and environmental
outcomes alongside competitive financial returns. The fund was the largest private investment impact
fund as of the date of issuance.
How KPMG helped
KPMG is working with the fund to provide assurance around impact. Includes review of reporting
criteria, reporting criteria, metrics and disclosures.
Benefits for the client
The client is receiving support throughout the investment life cycle, with a fully integrated approach for
assurance. Issuance of Independent Accountant’s Review Report lends credibility to published fund
report.
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——Account for carbon in financial reporting

Case Study

Carbon management and GHG Inventory

The challenge
The client was requested by a shareholder to publicly disclose GHG emissions. The client had not
previously publicly shared environmental information.
How KPMG helped
KPMG developed a methodology based on the client’s existing data to gather and report on consumption
and emissions data for the first time, establishing a baseline and trends. KPMG helped prepare the client
to disclose publicly to CDP on Climate Change for the first time.
Benefits for the client
KPMG was able to collect and analyze the data and assist the client in presenting it to the shareholder.
The information enabled the client to respond to the shareholder and confidently prepare for public
disclosure for the first time.

ESG Investment

——Report information on Greenhouse Gases for specific purposes (e.g.,
regulatory and CDP)— Provide independent assurance of carbon data

Climate Resilience

——Implement processes and IT solutions to gather, analyze and report carbon
data across your organization

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

——Understand carbon taxes and emissions-trading schemes, and develop a
response

CR Reporting and
Assurance

——Formulate a carbon reduction strategy

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

——Review risks and opportunities based on international and domestic
developments in low-carbon initiatives

Strategy and
Governance

Climate Resilience.
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Strategy and
Governance

EHS risk opportunity and compliance.
——Benchmark Environment Health and Safety (EHS) practices and performance
against sector peers
——Pinpoint the key EHS management priority risks and opportunities that are
most important to your business, value chain and stakeholders

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

CR Reporting and
Assurance

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

Climate Resilience

ESG Investment

——Develop client-specific target operating models based on regulatory
requirements, business objectives, operations, and stakeholder demands
——Evaluate organization compliance risk culture, assist in developing EHS
compliance initiatives integrated in overall organizational governance that
supports strategic decision making
——Improve EHS processes and controls with similar rigor to how financial
processes and controls are managed
——Help safeguard against financial and reputational impacts of EHS incidents
or programmatic failures, including through transparency and reporting

Case Study

Preparing for ISO14001 Certification

The challenge
A leading technology company was seeking to deploy a global ISO framework for its EHS compliance
activities, one that harmonized policies, procedures and controls across its global business. The
company was seeking to implement the international standards related to environmental health and
safety management that aim to minimize impacts to operations (processes, etc.) environmental impacts
(i.e. air, water, or land); and improve compliance with applicable laws, regulations with the aim of
continuous improvement.
How KPMG helped
A team from KPMG held interviews and collected existing documentation, conducting a gap
analysis to determine what areas needed to be addressed in order to align the client’s existing EHS
policies, procedures and controls with the ISO framework and assist in readiness for certification.
In collaboration with the client KPMG helped develop policies, operating procedures, controls and
documentation to support an EHS management system aligned with ISO requirements and KPMG
observed leading practices.
Benefits for the client
The client has a cohesive and comprehensive EHS management system with a set of standard
operating procedures (SOP) relevant to their business and sector and a roadmap for implementation
and, at the right time, ISO certification.
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Note: Independence considerations will need to be taken into account before
KPMG can be engaged to provide CR assurance services

Case Study

Providing independent assurance on sustainability reports

The challenge
To enhance the credibility and reliability of their sustainability report, a leading retail fashion company
sought external independent limited assurance over the economic, environmental and social data and
relevant narratives included in the report.
How KPMG helped
Professionals from KPMG with in-depth knowledge of the company and industry, as well as familiarity
with the GRI reporting framework, formed a team to execute the engagement. They conducted the work
in accordance with U.S. Attestation standards and assisted the client with pre-assurance (or readiness
assessment) and assurance over reported metrics.
Benefits for the client
KPMG identified key areas for improvement in the company’s data collection and reporting processes.
Leveraging experience and knowledge gained from similar engagements, KPMG provided practical
suggestions to improve the way data is collected and how it is analyzed and communicated to enhance
overall reporting. This enabled the company to adjust their policies and procedures and implement better
practices to support future reporting that is more accurate and robust.

ESG Investment

——Prepare for providing information to sustainability indices

Climate Resilience

——Provide independent assurance on sustainability metrics, specific GRI
indicators being in compliance with GRI, or over a full report in compliance
with GRI standards

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

——Prepare sustainability reports according to reporting frameworks and
standards (e.g., stock exchange guidelines, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
reporting standards, International Integrated Reporting Framework)

CR Reporting and
Assurance

——Develop a structured reporting system

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

——Benchmark reporting quality

Strategy and
Governance

CR reporting and assurance.
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Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

CR Reporting and
Assurance

EHS Risk
Opportunity and
Compliance

Climate Resilience

ESG Investment

Strategy and
Governance

Sustainable supply chain management.
——Benchmark supply chain management and reporting trends
——Analyze supply chain and assess sustainability risk
——Establish policies (e.g., supplier codes of conduct)
——Develop criteria for supplier selection and qualification
——Develop supplier performance indicators and performance monitoring
systems
——Develop and conduct supplier training
——Perform supplier assessments and audits

Case Study

Monitoring suppliers in the pharmaceutical industry

The challenge
Prompted by concerns about working conditions in the pharmaceutical industry, a major pharmaceutical
company wanted to investigate to what extent its suppliers were complying with its code of conduct,
and assess its exposure to risk through its suppliers.
How KPMG helped
Sustainability professionals at KPMG worked with the client to identify suppliers and prioritize site
audits in India and China. They also conducted an analysis to identify priorities to reduce risk, complexity
and turnover in the supply chain. They developed new performance indicators and a supplier rating
system (including social and environmental criteria) to encourage main suppliers to take responsibility.
In addition, they conducted regular audits and site visits to tier one suppliers and their subcontractors to
verify compliance with the code of conduct.
Benefits for the client
As a result of the project, the social and environmental performance of the supply chain has moved
from mere compliance with the code of conduct to proactive management of issues such as gender
diversity and education. Slowly, the sustainability parameters found their way into the group’s business
considerations. The group is now replicating the model in other manufacturing locations.
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Why KPMG?
KPMG is one of the pioneers of sustainability consulting, which gives us a level of experience few can match.
Local knowledge,
global experience

Multidisciplinary team
of professionals

Industry focus
and insights

KPMG’s global network means we
have in-depth understanding of the
economic, political, environmental
and social landscapes wherever
your organization may operate.
Whatever challenges you may
face, we can put together a
knowledgeable team with
international experience to help you.

We work side by side with KPMG
professionals from audit,tax, and
advisory including sector specialists,
management consultants, tax
accountants and experts in IT, supply
chain, infrastructure, international
development and more. You will not
receive generic advice and one-sizefits-all solutions from us; instead,
you can benefit from a hand-picked
multidisciplinary team.

KPMG has established industry or
sector groups, enabling targeted,
industry-specific experience and
advice to be delivered where
needed. This focus on industryspecific knowledge means we can
provide trained professionals who
have an intimate knowledge of your
specific business issues as well as
an overriding commitment to strive
for the highest quality services.

Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or
related entities.

Contact us
Katherine Blue
Principal,
Sustainability Services
T: 404-222-7606
E: kblue@kpmg.com

Anita Whitehead
Principal,
Corporate Citizenship Services
T:703-286-8245
E: awhitehead@kpmg.com

Joanne Beatty
Director,
Sustainability Services
T: 214-840-6787
E: jbeatty@kpmg.com

Maura Hodge
Partner,
Audit
T: 617-475-4708
E: mhodge@kpmg.com

kpmg.com/socialmedia
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